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AB-X Lace Tool

KEMPER TOOLS 1

210 Classic Sculpture Tool
212 Classic Sculpture Tool

$13.39
$13.29

These combine smoothly finished hardwood
sculpting and modeling handles with tough,
sharpened steel cutting heads. Assembled
with heavy duty brass ferrules, these
rugged tools are suitable for most clay

8R1-X 8" Ribbon Tool

$3.69

This tool has a fine, sharp needle used for
the placement of the lace as well as a blade
curved with a point for pressing and cleanup.
The blade is stainless steel with a hardwood

$5.45ea

Used by potters and sculptors for medium
duty clay cutting, shaping, and slicing,
these 8" Ribbon Tools have cutting ends
formed from high-strength sharpened
stainless steel that are firmly attached to

handle for a total length of 6 3/4".

hardwood handles.

AL8-X, 8" Aluminum Caliper
$7.89
AL10-X 10" Aluminum Caliper $9.19
AL12-X 12" Aluminum Caliper$10.59

sculpting applications.

These lightweight and easy to handle
calipers transfer measurements from
model to clay for both inside and outside
dimensions. They are made from a tough
aluminum alloy, and are assembled with
rust-free hardware that is easily adjusted
by hand.

402 10" Wood Modeling Tool $6.99
404 10" Wood Modeling Tool $6.59
406 10" Wood Modeling Tool $6.89
This group of tools offers some of the most popular
shapes for cutting, slicing, smoothing and contouring
of large clay work pieces. These large sturdy 10-inch
tools are made from imported hardwood and have a

8RSS 8" Ribbon Tool Sculpting Set

$24.89
A2-X Clean Up Tool

$4.95

This tool has a deep cleaner for smoothing the
inside bottom of large vessels as well as a
small blade for clean-up. The blades are made
from stainless steel, making this tool 8" total

satin smooth finish.

in length.

B3-X, Clean Up Tool

8" Double Wire End Tools

$7.39ea A3N-X Lace Tool

Provide the sculptor and potter with a series
of shapes designed for medium duty cutting
and slicing of clay. The .055" diameter wire
ends are formed from high-strength
stainless steel and are firmly attached to 8"
long hardwood handles with brass ferrules.

$3.85

This tool present a variety of shapes and
sizes of blades to accommodate the
ordinary as well as the intricate cleanup
job. All blades are made from high quality
stainless steel with a double edge keenly

$3.49

sharpened.

This tool has a fine, sharp needle for pick-up
and placement of small item (such as eyes)
in addition to a special teardrop shaped
foot, flat on the bottom for pressing clay/
wax into place. The foot is stainless steel
with a hardwood handle for a total length of
6 3/4".

B3N-X, Heavy Duty Sgarfitto
$3.85
Combination tool; one side (B3) Blade and
other side (Pro) Needle.

BAS-X, Basic Tool
A3R-X Lace Tool

$3.59

$1.79

Used for modeling in soft clay, cleaning
seamlines, cutting and restoring detail, this
unfinished all-wood tool has a sharp point
at one end, a flat and square on the other,

This heavy blunt needle for placement of
the lace as well as a special teardrop shaped
and is 7 1/2" total in length.
foot, flat on the bottom for pressing lace in
place. The foot is stainless steel with a
hardwood handle for a total length of 6 3/
4".

6 - 35 30% OFF
36 OR MORE 40% OFF
MIX/MATCH FOR DISCOUNT
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Contact us for a complete listing of Kemper Tools
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